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Visual Arts Quiz for Kids: Trivia Questions and Answers for
Ages 7-8

  

  1. What do you need for your art class?

paints

nails

needle and thread 

2. Which color is one of the colors of the rainbow?

Black

Brown
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Red

3. What color do we get by mixing red and yellow paint?

Crimson

Purple

Orange

4. Which of the following is a fine art museum?

Circus

Louvre

Theater 

5. If a painting has a large-scale depiction of a person, it is a ...

still life

portrait

landscape

6. Which color is warm?

Yellow

Blue

Blue.

7. Choose the color that is considered cool.

purple

red

orange

8. A sketch is a ...

a finished oil painting

a quick sketch

a painting of the sea 
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9. In which art form are works created with paints?
Sculpture

Architecture

Painting

10. If you draw a picture by hand with a pencil, it would be ...

painting

engraving

drawing

11. What two colors do you need to mix to get green?

Blue and red

Yellow and brown

Blue and yellow

12. Which of the following is paint?

Watercolor

Colored crayons

Colored pencils 

13. If you want to draw a daylight sun, what color paint should you choose to make it look like the real thing?

Red

Yellow

Orange.

14. What is the name of the tool for working with paints?

Pen

Pencil

Brush
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Visual Arts Quiz for Kids: Trivia Questions and Answers for
Ages 7-8

Right answers

  1. What do you need for your art class?
  paints
  2. Which color is one of the colors of the rainbow?
  Red
  3. What color do we get by mixing red and yellow paint?
  Orange
  4. Which of the following is a fine art museum?
  Louvre
  5. If a painting has a large-scale depiction of a person, it is a ...
  portrait
  6. Which color is warm?
  Yellow
  7. Choose the color that is considered cool.
  purple
  8. A sketch is a ...
  a quick sketch
  9. In which art form are works created with paints?
  Painting
  10. If you draw a picture by hand with a pencil, it would be ...
  drawing
  11. What two colors do you need to mix to get green?
  Blue and yellow
  12. Which of the following is paint?
  Watercolor
  13. If you want to draw a daylight sun, what color paint should you choose to make it look like the real
thing?
  Yellow
  14. What is the name of the tool for working with paints?
  Brush
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